




























Aim: To reinforce 3rd person verbs that correspond with the given 
pronoun.

Number of players: 1, 2, or a small group.

How to play:
The following two slides contain the pronouns ‘he’, ‘she’ and ‘they’ and 3rd

person verbs that appear in Book 3. These require printing and 
cutting along the grid lines.

• The children can: 
1. Try to match the pronouns with a corresponding verb.
2. Read the pronoun and verb with comprehension.
3. Find the correct pronoun and verb by lip-

reading/listening/interpreting BSL.
4. Create their own sentence using a corresponding pronoun 

and verb.
5. Write a sentence using a corresponding pronoun and verb.

Week 2 Flashcards for Book 3 ‘Get the verb right’ 
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arrive carry eat fall run

arrives carries eats falls runs

make cook climb cry play

makes cooks climbs cries plays
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makes cooks climbs cries plays



hide chase They He She

hides chases He She They

find sleep She They He

finds sleeps They He She

hide chase They He She

hides chases He She They

find sleep She They He

finds sleeps They He She


